GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
FEBRUARY 7, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet on February 7, 2001 at 3:00 in the Board Room of the Administration Building.

I. Approve minutes of the last meeting.

II. Curriculum
   A. Add footnote to Graduate Catalog
   B. PE 6083 add prerequisites
   C. PE 6073 add prerequisites
   D. PE 6053 add prerequisites
   E. PE 6043 add prerequisites
   F. PE 6033 add prerequisites
   G. PE 6023 add prerequisites
   H. PE 6013 change prerequisites
   I. Delete PE 5703: Advanced Athletic Training
   J. Delete the following courses (Courses have not been offered in the past 3 years.)
      1. EDMD 6343: Advanced Television Production
      2. ELED 6503: Math/Elementary School
      3. ELED 6703: Trends/Iss Language Arts Elementary
      4. PSY 5003: Psychology of Death and Dying
      5. SOC 6023: Seminar in Sociology and Education
      6. JRN6882-3: Independent Study
      7. JRN 6892-6894: Independent Study
      8. HIST 5803: Global Studies in Modern Times
      9. JRN 6893-4: Independent Study
     10. AA 6813: Sci/Tech/Human Values
     11. ART 6263: Survey/Photojournalism
     12. MUS 6231: Applied Voice
     13. HIST 5002: Contemporary America 1929-Present
     14. ENGL 6056: Arkansas Writing Project
     15. MUS 6103: Hist. Am. Music/Jazz/Folk
     16. MUS 6232: Applied Voice
     17. BIOL 5044: Identification of Woody Plants
     18. MATH 6113: Finite Mathematics
     19. MATH 6153: Content and Methods of Teaching Secondary Math
     20. MATH 6133: Advanced Abstract Algebra

III. Graduate Faculty
   A. David Middleton  Computer Science  Associate Member
   B. Larry Morrell  Computer Science  Associate Member
   C. Judith Stewart Abernathy  Associate Member

--- on master list from A
D. Renee Robinson
E. James Lilly
F. Cathy Baker
G. Ken Wester

Temporary Member
Temporary Member
Temporary Member
Temporary Member

IV. Report from Mr. Willcutt on Council composition
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
MARCH 7, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet at 3:00 p.m. in the Administration Board Room.

Items of business are

1. Approve minutes of the February meeting.

2. Proposal for M. A. in Spanish

3. Deletion of courses not offered within the past 3 years.
   - EDMD 6343: Advanced Television Production
   - ELED 6503: Math/Elementary School
   - ELED 6703: Trends/Issues Language Arts Elementary
   - PSY 5003: Psychology of Death and Dying
   - SOC 6023: Seminar in Sociology and Education
   - JPN 6882-3: Independent Study
   - FR: 6892-6894: Independent Study
   - JPN 6893-4: Independent Study
   - LA 6813: Sci/Tech/Human Values
   - ART 6263: Survey/Photojournalism
   - MUS 6231: Applied Voice
   - HIST 5003: Contemporary American, 1929-Present
   - HIST 5803: Global Studies in Modern Times
   - ENGL 6056: Arkansas Writing Project
   - MUS 6103: Hist. Am. Music/Jazz/Folk
   - MUS 6232: Applied Voice
   - BIOL 5044: Identification of Woody Plants
   - MATH 6113: Finite Mathematics
   - MATH 6153: Content and Methods of Teaching Secondary Math
   - MATH 6133: Advanced Abstract Algebra
   - SOC 6881-3: Workshop
   - SOC 6893: Independent Study
   - RS 6893: Independent Study
   - POLS 6881-3: Workshop
   - PE 6103: Trends/Issues in Physical Education

4. Remove Stephen Horner from the Graduate Faculty. At our last meeting, we deleted the only course Mr. Horner taught. This recommendation is made with the approval of the department head, Dr. Holeyfield.

5. Change wording under Degree Admission for the MSIT on item 2 from: Applicants must have a background comparable to COMS 1003 and COMS 2003 TO Applicants must have a background comparable to COMS 1403 and COMS 1203.
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
NOVEMBER 16, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet at 3:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Administration Building on Friday, November 15.

1. Approve minutes of October meeting.

2. Nominations for Graduate Faculty
   a. Donna White; English, Ph.D. from University of Minnesota
   b. Paolo Gemme; English, Ph.D. from Penn State University
   c. Brad Vice; English, Ph.D. from University of Cincinatti

3. Curriculum Changes
   a. Add FW 5014: Forest Ecology and Management
   b. Add FW 5881-4: Advanced Topics
   c. Delete HIST 5883: Historiography
   d. Change catalog description of ENGL 5093: Seminar: Creative Writing
   e. Add ENGL 5223: Young Adult Literature
   f. Delete ENGL 6996: Thesis Research

4. New Business
   a. Tuition refunds for Grad Assistants – Who Pays?
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
MARCH 7, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet at 3:00 p.m. in the Administration Board Room.

Items of business are

1. Approve minutes of the February meeting.

2. Proposal for M. A. in Spanish

3. Deletion of courses not offered within the past 3 years.
   - EDMD 6343: Advanced Television Production
   - ELED 6503: Math/Elementary School
   - ELED 6703: Trends/Issues Language Arts Elementary
   - PSY 5003: Psychology of Death and Dying
   - SOC 6023: Seminar in Sociology and Education
   - JPN 6882-3: Independent Study
   - FR: 6892-6894: Independent Study
   - JPN 6893-4: Independent Study
   - LA 6813: Sci/Tech/Human Values
   - ART 6263: Survey/Photojournalism
   - MUS 6231: Applied Voice
   - HIST 5003: Contemporary American, 1929-Present
   - HIST 5803: Global Studies in Modern Times
   - ENGL 6056: Arkansas Writing Project
   - MUS 6103: Hist. Am. Music/Jazz/Folk
   - MUS 6232: Applied Voice
   - BIOL 5044: Identification of Woody Plants
   - MATH 6113: Finite Mathematics
   - MATH 6153: Content and Methods of Teaching Secondary Math
   - MATH 6133: Advanced Abstract Algebra
   - SOC 6881-3: Workshop
   - SOC 6893: Independent Study
   - RS 6893: Independent Study
   - POLS 6881-3: Workshop
   - PE 6103: Trends/Issues in Physical Education

4. Remove Stephen Horner from the Graduate Faculty. At our last meeting, we deleted the only course Mr. Horner taught. This recommendation is made with the approval of the department head, Dr. Holeyfield.

5. Change wording under Degree Admission for the MSIT on item 2 from: Applicants must have a background comparable to COMS 1003 and COMS 2003 TO Applicants must have a background comparable to COMS 1403 and COMS 1203.
6. Mr. Willcutt will present the proposal for Graduate Council composition.

GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
SEPTEMBER 7, 2001

The Graduate Council will hold its first meeting of the year at 3:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Administration Building on Friday, September 7, 2001.

I. Introduce new members

II. Approve minutes from the last meeting

III. Nominations for Graduate Faculty

   A. Full Members
      1. Dr. Peter Dykema – Social Science and Philosophy
      2. Dr. Carey Roberts – Social Science and Philosophy
      3. Dr. Jorge Camacho – Foreign Languages & International Studies
      4. Rocio Zalba – Foreign Languages & International Studies
      5. Dr. Kandis Croom – Counseling
      6. Dr. Roger Fang – Information Technology
      7. Johnette Moody – Information Technology

   B. Temporary Members
      1. Dr. Susan Underwood – Curriculum and Instruction
      2. Donna Rogers – Information Technology

IV. Approve meeting dates and time

V. New Business

VI. Adjourn
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
OCTOBER 19, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet in the Board Room of the Administration Building on Friday, October 19, 2001 at 3:00 p.m.

I. Approve minutes of last meeting.

II. Approve nominations for graduate faculty
   A. Jeffrey Woods, PhD from Ohio University in History
   B. Guiming Wang, PhD from Oregon State University in Wildlife Science

III. Approve syllabi
   A. Educational Leadership
      1. EDLD 6313: Principles of Curriculum for School Leaders
      2. EDLD 6992: Professional Portfolio
      3. EDLD 7003: Seminar in Systems Issues
      4. EDLD 7101: Administrative Internship in Educational Facilities
      5. EDLD 7112: Advanced Legal Issues
      6. EDLD 7143: School Accountability Systems
      7. EDLD 7201: Administrative Internship – Finance
      8. EDLD 7202: Administrative Internship in School Accountability Systems
   B. Counseling
      1. COUN 6133: Principles of Curriculum Development
      2. COUN 6143: Organizational Change and the Role of School Counseling
      3. COUN 6152: Professional Portfolio
      4. COUN 6243: Group Counseling Strategies in the Schools
      5. COUN 6254: Assessment and Career/Academic Advising
      6. COUN 6263: Teaming, Collaboration, and Advocacy
      7. COUN 6302: School Counseling Internship
   C. Teaching, Learning and Leadership
      1. MTLL 6133: Basic Elements of Curriculum
      2. MTLL 6143: Organizational Change and the Role of the Master Teacher
      3. MTLL 6152: Professional Portfolio for the Master Teacher
      4. MTLL 6212: Communication, Advocacy, and Policy Development for the Master Teacher
      5. MTLL 6232: Reflective Practice: Analysis of Teaching and Learning for the Master Teacher
      6. MTLL 6242: Cognitive Coaching and Mentoring for the Master Teacher
7. MTLL 6253: Advanced Curriculum Design Practicum for the Master Teacher
8. MTLL 6271: Resource Acquisition for the Master Teacher
9. MTLL 6282: Evaluation of Classroom Learning for the Master Teacher

IV. New Business

V. Adjourn
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA  
FEBRUARY 7, 2001  

The Graduate Council will meet on February 7, 2001 at 3:00 in the Board Room of the Administration Building.

I. Approve minutes of the last meeting.

II. Curriculum
   A. Add footnote to Graduate Catalog
   B. PE 6083 add prerequisites
   C. PE 6073 add prerequisites
   D. PE 6053 add prerequisites
   E. PE 6043 add prerequisites
   F. PE 6033 add prerequisites
   G. PE 6023 add prerequisites
   H. PE 6013 change prerequisites
   I. Delete PE 5703: Advanced Athletic Training
   J. Delete the following courses (Courses have not been offered in the past 3 years.)

   1. EDMD 6343: Advanced Television Production
   2. ELED 6503: Math/Elementary School
   3. ELED 6703: Trends/Iss Language Arts Elementary
   4. PSY 5003: Psychology of Death and Dying
   5. SOC 6023: Seminar in Sociology and Education
   6. JPN6882-3: Independent Study
   7. FR 6892-6894: Independent Study
   8. HIST 5803: Global Studies in Modern Times
   9. JPN 6893-4: Independent Study
   10. LA 6813: Sci/Tech/Human Values
   11. ART 6263: Survey/Photojournalism
   12. MUS 6231: Applied Voice
   13. HIST 5002: Contemporary American, 1929-Present
   14. ENGL 6056: Arkansas Writing Project
   15. MUS 6103: Hist. Am. Music/Jazz/Folk
   16. MUS 6232: Applied Voice
   17. BIOL 5044: Identification of Woody Plants
   18. MATH 6113: Finite Mathematics
   19. MATH 6153: Content and Methods of Teaching Secondary Math
   20. MATH 6133: Advanced Abstract Algebra

III. Graduate Faculty
   A. David Middleton    Computer Science    Associate Member
   B. Larry Morrell      Computer Science    Associate Member
   C. Judith Stewart Abernathy  Associate Member
IV. Report from Mr. Willcutt on Council composition

mention associate vs full

\[
\frac{3}{8} + \frac{1}{12} + \frac{2}{14}
\]
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
FEBRUARY 7, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet on February 7, 2001 at 3:00 in the Board Room of the Administration Building.

I. Approve minutes of the last meeting.

II. Curriculum
   A. Add footnote to Graduate Catalog
   B. PE 6083 add prerequisites
   C. PE 6073 add prerequisites
   D. PE 6053 add prerequisites
   E. PE 6043 add prerequisites
   F. PE 6033 add prerequisites
   G. PE 6023 add prerequisites
   H. PE 6013 change prerequisites
   I. Delete PE 5703: Advanced Athletic Training
   J. Delete the following courses (Courses have not been offered in the past 3 years.)

1. EDMD 6343: Advanced Television Production
2. ELED 6503: Math/Elementary School
3. ELED 6703: Trends/Iss Language Arts Elementary
4. PSY 5003: Psychology of Death and Dying
5. SOC 6023: Seminar in Sociology and Education
6. JPN6882-3: Independent Study
7. FR 6892-6894: Independent Study
8. HIST 5803: Global Studies in Modern Times
9. JPN 6893-4: Independent Study
10. LA 6813: Sci/Tech/Human Values
11. ART 6263: Survey/Photojournalism
12. MUS 6231: Applied Voice
13. HIST 5002: Contemporary American, 1929-Present
14. ENGL 6056: Arkansas Writing Project
15. MUS 6103: Hist. Am. Music/Jazz/Folk
16. MUS 6232: Applied Voice
17. BIOL 5044: Identification of Woody Plants
18. MATH 6113: Finite Mathematics
19. MATH 6153: Content and Methods of Teaching Secondary Math
20. MATH 6133: Advanced Abstract Algebra

III. Graduate Faculty
   A. David Middleton  Computer Science  Associate Member
   B. Larry Morrell    Computer Science  Associate Member
   C. Judith Stewart  Abernathy
GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA
FEBRUARY 7, 2001

The Graduate Council will meet on February 7, 2001 at 3:00 in the Board Room of the Administration Building.

I. Approve minutes of the last meeting.

II. Curriculum
   A. Add footnote to Graduate Catalog
   B. PE 6083 add prerequisites
   C. PE 6073 add prerequisites
   D. PE 6053 add prerequisites
   E. PE 6043 add prerequisites
   F. PE 6033 add prerequisites
   G. PE 6023 add prerequisites
   H. PE 6013 change prerequisites
   I. Delete PE 5703: Advanced Athletic Training
   J. Delete the following courses (Courses have not been offered in the past 3 years.)
      1. EDMD 6343: Advanced Television Production
      2. ELED 6503: Math/Elementary School
      3. ELED 6703: Trends/Iss Language Arts Elementary
      4. PSY 5003: Psychology of Death and Dying
      5. SOC 6023: Seminar in Sociology and Education
      6. JPN6882-3: Independent Study
      7. FR 6892-6894: Independent Study
      8. HIST 5803: Global Studies in Modern Times
      9. JPN 6893-4: Independent Study
     10. LA 6813: Sci/Tech/Human Values
     11. ART 6263: Survey/Photojournalism
     12. MUS 6231: Applied Voice
     13. HIST 5002: Contemporary American, 1929-Present
     14. ENGL 6056: Arkansas Writing Project
     15. MUS 6103: Hist. Am. Music/Jazz/Folk
     16. MUS 6232: Applied Voice
     17. BIOL 5044: Identification of Woody Plants
     18. MATH 6113: Finite Mathematics
     19. MATH 6153: Content and Methods of Teaching Secondary Math
     20. MATH 6133: Advanced Abstract Algebra

III. Graduate Faculty
    A. David Middleton  Computer Science  Associate Member
    B. Larry Morrell  Computer Science  Associate Member
    C. Judith Stewart Abernathy  Associate Member
D. Renee Robinson
E. James Lilly
F. Cathy Baker
G. Ken Wester

Temporary Member
Temporary Member
Temporary Member
Temporary Member

IV. Report from Mr. Willcutt on Council composition